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Recent advances in functional neuroimaging of the human cerebral
cortex revived interest in the study of the cortical morphology at both
macro- and microscopic levels. By means of high-resolution magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), in vivo images of the human brain can be
acquired and used to aid localization of the functional maps. The goal
of the present study was to determine variability in the occurrence
and location of the cingulate sulcus (CS) and the paracingulate sulcus
(PCS). Brain MRIs of 247 healthy young volunteers were obtained and
transformed into a standardized stereotaxic space (Talairach and Tour-
noux, 1388). The CS and PCS were marked in 494 hemispheres using
software capable of real-time movement through a 3-D volume. The
markers were used to generate a probabilistic map of the CS and PCS.
The individual MRI images were also evaluated for the presence and
location of the following morphological features: the continuity of the
CS, the presence of vertically oriented branches of the CS, the pres-
ence of the PCS, and the presence of the intralimbic sulcus. The re-
sults revealed considerable variability in the location of some of the
above morphological features and a striking hemispheric asymmetry
in the prominence of the PCS. The results of four previous blood-flow
activation studies of speech control were used to illustrate the rele-
vance of our morphological findings for functional neuroimaging of the
human anterior cingulate cortex.

The study of the cerebral sulci of the human brain was en-
tertained by many anatomists at the end of the last and the
beginning of this century. The main emphasis was on the
description of the sulcal pattern, its variability and asymme-
tries between the left and right hemispheres (Eberstaller,
1884; Retzius, 1896; Weinberg, 1905). The development of
staining techniques shifted the interest toward the cellular
and fiber composition of the cerebral cortex and the delin-
eation of myelo- and cytoarchitectonic areas (Brodmann,
1909; Vogt and Vogt, 1919; Economo and Koskinas, 1925; Bai-
ley and Bonin, 1951; Sarkissov et al., 1955). The relationship
between the macro- and microscopic morphological features,
namely between the cerebral sulci and the cyto- and/or mye=!
loarchitectonic borders, was pointed out in some of the early
studies (e.g., Smith, 1907; Sanides, 1964) and reexamined re-
cently by Rademacher et al. (1993).

Recent advances in functional neuroimaging (see Raichle,
1987; Binder and Rao, 1994) together with the availability of
high-resolution structural magnetic resonance images (MRI)1

revived interest in mapping structural features of the human
cerebral cortex. One of the reasons for this interest is the
desire to correlate functional maps with those of the under-
lying structure in order to standardize functional localization
and allow cross-technique (and cross-species) integration of
data from different studies. However, in vivo imaging tech-
niques are not, at present, capable of providing structural
maps of the human cerebral cortex that would reveal differ-
ences in the cyto-, myelo-, or chemoarchitecture (but see
Clark et al., 1992). Cerebral sulci may, in this respect, provide
the missing reference point and thus aid comparisons be-
tween the functional and detailed structural maps of the ce-
rebral cortex.

Description of the sulcal pattern and its variability in a
large sample of individuals could be a first step toward iden-
tifying morphological landmarks potentially useful for corre-
lating functional and structural maps. Ono et al. (1990), using
a limited set of 25 brain specimens, described different vari-
ants of the primary and secondary sulci of the human cere-
bral cortex. In the present study, we have focused on the
sulcal pattern of the medial wall of the frontal lobe. The main
sulcus in this region is the cingulate sulcus (CS), which cours-
es around the corpus callosum and extends posteriorly into
the parietal lobe as the marginal ramus (see Fig. 1). Dorsal to
the anterior portion of the CS, another sulcus is often present.
This sulcus, which is riot usually identified in standard neu-
roanatomy textbooks, was referred to by Elliot Smith as the
paracingulate sulcus (Smith, 1907). The presence and the
course of both the cingulate and the paracingulate (PCS) sulci
were examined in 247 brain MRIs of young healthy volun-
teers. The location of several morphological landmarks in this
region was specified within a standardized stereotaxic space
(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988), thus allowing direct refer-
ence to the results of functional neuroimaging studies. Inter-
individual variability of the sulcal pattern, left-right asymmetry,
and gender differences were also evaluated. Finally, a three-
dimensional probabilistic map of the cingulate and the para-
cingulate sulci was created that provides coordinates of the
average (n = 247) cingulate and paracingulate sulci in the
standardized stereotaxic space.

A preliminary report of this study has1 been presented else-
where in abstract form (Tomaiuolo et al., 1993).

Materials and Methods
The MRIs were obtained in a total of 305 subjects; 247 MRIs of suf-
ficient quality-were used in the present analysis (60 females: age
range, 18-^3 years; mean ± SD, 22.6 ± 3.6 years; 187 males: age
range~, 16-41 years;mean ± SD,239 ± 4.4 years).The primary pur-
pose for acquiring the MRIs was that of structural correlation with
functional images obtained with positron emission tomography
(Evans et al., 1991). Subjects whose MRIs are included in this report
volunteered for blood-flow activation studies carried out at the
McConnell Brain Imaging Center, Montreal Neurological Institute, be-
tween August 1989 and June 1992. In order to participate in the
activation study, the subject had to be right-handed and had to have
a negative history of neurologic and/or psychiatric disorders.

All MRI scans were performed on a Philips Gyroscan 1.5-T su-
perconducting magnet system. Using multiplanar spin-echo acquisi-
tion, 64 contiguous T,-weighted (T,, = 550 msec, TE = 30 msec) 2
mm thick slices were collected in the axial plane. The MRI images
were first resampled by interpolation to a standardized space (Ta-
lairach and Tournoux, 1988), resulting in a volume of 160 axial slices
with an in-plane matrix of 256 by 256 pixels. The thicknesses of the
interpolated sagittal, coronal, and axial slices were 0.67, 0.86, and
0.75 mm, respectively. The transformation to the standardized space
was based on the-identification of the line passing through the an-
terior and posterior commissures (the AC-PC line) and on the mea-
surement of three scaling factors accounting for brain size (Evans et
al., 1992).

With an interactive 3-D software package capable of real-time tri-
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Table 1
Segmentation of the cingulate sulcus

One segment

Left hemisphere
Right hemisphere

215 (87)
197(80)

Two segments

30(12)
47 (19)

Three segments

2(1)
3(1)

Table3
Frequency of the occurrence and type of the paracingulate sulcus

Prominent Present

Left hemisphere
Right hemisphere

134(54)
91(37)

93(38)
119 (48)

Absent

20(8)
37 (15)

Data are absolute number of hemispheres; incidence rates (%) are given in parentheses. Data are absolute number of hemispheres; incidence rates (%l are given in parentheses.

plane movement through a 3-D volume, the CS and PCS were marked
in 494 hemispheres (247 brains). The sulci were identified on 0.67
mm thick sagittal sections as sets of 3-D voxels of visually apparent
contrast between the gray and the white matter (up to 30 adjacent
sagittal sections per hemisphere). The axial and coronal sections
were used to confirm the correct placement of voxel labels for each
sulcus. On average, 9OO markers per hemisphere were used to rep-
resent the sulci. The markers were subsequently used to create a
probabilistic map of the CS and PCS (denned below).

The following morphological features were evaluated on each of
the individual MRIs: the continuity of the CS, the presence of verti-
cally oriented branches of the CS, the presence of the paracingulate
sulcus, and the presence of the intralimbic sulcus (see Fig. 1). The
CS was considered continuous unless there was a clear interruption
(gap of more than 10 mm) present on several adjacent sagittal sec-
tions. The incidence and location of such interruptions were record-
ed. A "branch" of the CS was defined as a vertically oriented element
of at least 10 mm in length; the element had to show continuity with
the CS. The incidence and location of the branches were recorded.
The paracingulate sulcus was denned as the sulcus located dorsal to
the CS with a course parallel to the CS. The appearance of the PCS
was classified into three categories: prominent, present, and absent.
The PCS was described as prominent if it consisted of one or more
clearly developed horizontal elements that formed a sulcus, parallel
to the CS, of at least 20 mm in length. The PCS was described as
present if there were several vertically oriented elements in the PCS
region with no spatial relationship to the CS. The intralimbic sulcus
was defined as the shallow sulcus between the CS and the supracal-
losal sulcus. The incidence of the PCS and that of the intralimbic
sulcus were calculated.

A probabilistic map (i.e., a 3-D image of the likelihood that any
3-D pixel in stereotaxic space will be labeled as including the rele-
vant sulcus) was produced in the following way. First, a dilation op-
eration was performed around each landmark to generate a solid 3-
D object representing each sulcus. Second, these objects were aver-
aged within the standardized stereotaxic space across all subjects (n
= 247).

Results
The cingulate sulcus was invariably present in all the hemi-
spheres studied. In the majority of cases, the caudal end of
the CS (i.e., the marginal ramus) was located just behind the
medial portion of the central sulcus.2 Starting from the mar-
ginal ramus, the CS sweeps forward around the corpus cal-
losum (CQ. The rostral end of the CS extended to the level
of the genu of the CC, where it either tapered off or fused
with the superior rostral sulcus. The fusion with the superior
rostral sulcus occurred either in front of or ventral to the
genu of the CC. In most cases, the CS was uninterrupted.
However, a small but significant number of hemispheres con-
tained a CS divided into two or three distinct segments (Table
1). Along its course, the CS frequently gave off one or more

Table 2
Vertically oriented branches of the cingulate sulcus

No branch One

Left hemisphere
Right hemisphere

54122)
47 119)

112(45)
100 (41)

Two

70 (28)
77(31)

Three

11(5)
21(8)

Four

0(0)
2(1)

vertically oriented "branches" (Table 2). In addition to the
primary cingulate sulcus, two secondary sulci were also ob-
served: the paracingulate sulcus and the intralimbic sulcus.
The PCS was, in more or less developed form, present in the
majority of cases (Table 3), whereas the intralimbic sulcus
was very rare in its occurrence (Table 4).

Location of CS Interruptions and CS Branches
The location of two morphological features, the presence of
interruption and a vertical branch, was specified along the
anterior-posterior axis by the Y coordinate (Talairach and
Tournoux, 1988). As can be seen in Figure 2A, which contains
a frequency histogram of Y coordinates of the interruption
in hemispheres with the two-segment CS, the interruption
occurs most frequently within ± 1 5 mm of the vertical plane
defined by the anterior commissure (Y = 0). The frequency
histogram (Y coordinates) for the first vertical branch after
the marginal ramus is presented in Figure 28. The histogram
has a bimodal distribution, suggesting the presence of two
distinct types of branches: a caudal branch, which occurs
most frequently between Y = —20 mm and Y = —10 mm,
and a rostral branch with the maximum occurrence between
Y = —5 mm to Y = +5 mm. The location of the second
branch (see Fig. 2Q supports the distinction between the
caudal and rostral branches in that its frequency histogram
overlaps with the "rostral" portion of the histogram for the
first branch. Thus, in some cases the CS gives off both rostral
and caudal branches, whereas in other cases the caudal
branch is absent.

Left-Right Asymmetries
Hemispheric asymmetry was evaluated for the folio-wing mor-
phological features: (1) segmentation of the CS, (2) number
of vertically oriented CS branches, (3) presence (and type) of
the paracingulate sulcus, and (4) presence of the intralimbic
sulcus. The statistical significance of the differences, was as-
sessed by means of a modified x2 with Yates's correction.

The left CS was divided into one or more distinct segments
less frequently than the right CS Ix2(2) = 9.5,p = 0.009].The
left CS, as compared with the right CS, also gave off a lower
number of vertically oriented branches fx2(4) = 11.9, p =
0.002]. On the other hand, the well-developed paracingulate
sulcus was more frequently present in the left than in the
right hemisphere [xK.2) = 16.8,/? = 0.0002]. There was no
significant left-right difference in the presence of the intra-
limbic sulcus [ x W = 1-1,p = 0.3].

Gender Differences
Gender effect was evaluated for the same morphological fea-
tures evaluated for the left-right hemispheric asymmetry (see

Table 4
Frequency of the occurrence of the intralimbic sulcus

Present Absent

Data are absolute number of hemispheres with a given number of branches; incidence rates (%) are
given in parentheses.

Left hemisphere
Right hemisphere

10(4)
14 IS)

237(96)
233(94)

Data are absolute number of hemispheres; incidence rates (%) are given in parentheses.
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Figure 2. A frequency histogram of Y coordinates for the CS interruption {A), the first
CS branch (B), and the second CS branch (0. An interruption was defined as a gap of
more than 10 mm. A branch of the CS was defined as a vertically oriented element of
at least 10 mm in length. The order of branches (i.e., the first, second, etc.) was counted
from the marginal ramus forward.

above). The statistical significance of the differences between
females and males was first evaluated irrespective of the
hemispheric differences by means of a modified x2 with Ya-
tes's correction. Subsequently, gender (male or female) by
hemisphere (left or right) interactions were assessed by
means of a log-linear analysis.

There were no significant gender differences in the num-
ber of CS segments, number of CS branches, or the incidence
of the intralimbic sulcus. The only significant gender effect
was that of a difference in distribution of the prominent, pres-
ent, and absent paracingulate sulcus in males and females
[X<2) = 7.7,p = 0.02]. This effect reflects a higher incidence
of the two extreme categories of the PCS, namely, the prom-
inent and the absent PCS, in females. The frequency of the
prominent, present, and absent PCS, respectively, was 50, 33,
and 17% in females, and 44, 46, and 10% in males. The log-
linear analysis of the gender-by-hemisphere interaction did
not reveal significant effects on either the type of the PCS or
on any other morphological feature examined.

Probabilistic Map
The probabilistic map of the CS and PCS is shown on Figure
3. A clear left-right asymmetry can be seen on the map in that
the left PCS has an overall higher probability than the right
PCS. The location of the two sulci in the standardized space
may be approximated by means of the grid that indicates the
Y and Z coordinates.

Discussion
Our analysis of 247 brain MRIs revealed a considerable vari-
ability in the sulcal pattern on the medial wall of the frontal
lobe. The sulci in this region differ from person to person in

the continuity of the cingulate sulcus, number and location
of vertically oriented branches of the CS, and the presence or
absence of the paracingulate sulcus. Significant asymmetries
exist between the left and right hemispheres at this gross
morphological level. In the following discussion, we shall first
compare our results with those of previous descriptive stud-
ies. Then, we shall comment briefly on the possible spatial
relationship between some of the morphological landmarks
and the cortical architecture. Finally, the relevance of the cur-
rent study to the issue of functional localization will be illus-
trated.

In this study, the cingulate sulcus was observed to be con-
tinuous in over 80% of the hemispheres. This is in sharp con-
trast to previous reports by Ono et al. (1990), Weinberg
(1905), and Retzius (1896), who found the contiguous CS in
only 58, 54, and 41% hemispheres, respectively. The discrep-
ancy is probably related to the type of material (autopsy spec-
imen vs MRI) and our rather conservative definition of the
interruption (10 mm gap). It is important to note that most
interruptions identified in this study were of the "posterior"
type (see Ono et al., 1990, their Fig. 13-1). The incidence rates
of this type of interruption in the Ono et al. material are not
different from that reported in our study (Ono et al., 1990:
left, 12%; right, 24%; this study: left, 12%; right, 22%). Thus, the
overall low number of the CS interruptions reported in our
study is probably due to the underreporting of the anterior
type of interruption. This, in turn, may be related to the am-
biguity of the sulcal pattern in the region just in front of the
genu of the corpus callosum (where there is a confluence of
the CS, PCS, and the superior rostral sulcus).

The frequent presence of vertically oriented branches of
the CS reflects the relative overgrowth of the cortical matter
in the human brain as compared with that of nonhuman pri-
mates (see Zilles et al., 1989, for a comparative study of gyr-
ification in primates). In our sample, only 44% (left) and 30%
(right) hemispheres did not give off a vertical branch longer
than 10 mm. The incidence of a CS without branches is com-
parable to that reported by Weinberg (1905), namely, 32%
hemispheres with the CS without a branch. The caudal
branch (i.e., the branch located behind the vertical plane de-
fined by the anterior commissure) may be analogous to the
paracentral sulcus defined by Ono et al. (1990, their Fig.
13.6A). In the hemispheres with the posterior interruption of
the CS, the caudal branch often formed a vertically oriented
extension of the posterior segment of the CS (see Fig. 1, case
BR016778). This pattern was also noted by Ono et al. 1990
(see Ono et al., 1990, their Fig. 13.6£>). It could be that the
caudal branch and/or the caudal interruption coincides with
a zone of transition between the posterior (Brodmann's area
23) and anterior (area 24) cingulate cortex.

The higher incidence of the paracingulate sulcus in the
left hemisphere was the most striking asymmetry found in
our material. Such asymmetry was not observed by Ono et al.
(1990), but was described by Weinberg (1905). Note that both
these authors refer to the PCS as a doubling of the CS in its
anterior part. Weinberg (1905) reported the presence of the
"doubling of the cingulate sulcus in its anterior part" in 84%
left and 40% right hemispheres as compared with the pres-
ence of the prominent PCS in 54 and 37% of the left and
right hemispheres, respectively, in our sample. The presence
of the prominent PCS in the left hemisphere can be seen
clearly on the probabilistic map (Fig. 3) as a second ridge of
density dorsal to the CS. The better-developed PCS in the left
hemisphere may reflect relative expansion of the left paral-
imbic cortex (Brodmann's area 32). In primates, at least a por-
tion of area 32 is involved in vocalization (Vogt and Barbas,
1988, see below for the relevant blood-flow activation data).
A major source of sensory input into this brain region comes
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Hgure 3. Sagittal sections through the probabilistic map of the cingulate and paracingulate sulcus. The sections pass 7 mm to the left and right from the midsag'ittal plane. The
probabilistic map, the brain outlines, and the grid are all placed in the standardized space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). Numbers corresponding to the vertical and horizontal lines
indicate distances (in mm) from the vertical and horizontal planes defined by the anterior commissure, respectively. The color scale codes the likelihood that any 3-D pixel in
stereotaxic space will be labeled as including the relevant sulcus (see Materials and Methods for details).

Hgure 5. Localization of activation peaks on the probabilistic map of the cingulate and paracingulate sulci. The locations (Y and Z coordinates) of 11 peaks obtained in four blood-
flow activation studies were projected onto the sagittal section passing 7 mm to the left of the midline. Both the left-hemisphere (X < 0) and right-hemisphere (X > 0) peaks were
projected on the left probabilistic map. Note the close spatial relationship between the dorsal group of peaks (Z > 40) and the paracingulate sulcus, the ventral group of peaks (Z
< 40) and the cingulate sulcus, and the rostral group of peaks and the anterior end of the cingulate sulcus. In all four studies, the peak corresponds to the site of the maximal
statistical difference between two group averages of cerebral blood-flow images obtained during the performance of automatic and effortful speech tasks, respectively. Peaks
marked by squares were obtained in the Reversal minus Overpracticed subtraction in Paus et al. (1993, experiment 1) (-1 22 49, - 4 30 17). Peaks marked by circles were also
obtained in the Reversal minus Overpracticed subtraction, but in another group of subjects (Paus et al., 1993, experiment 3) (3 18 44, 5 20 36, 7 34 22). The triangles mark peaks
found in the study of Pardo et al., 1990 (Incongruent minus Congruent condition of the Stroop test; 7 9 49, 7 15 32,10 17 32,17 23 30, -13 41 21). The triangle with the base up
indicates a peak reported by Taylor et al. (1994) (-10 14 43) for an Incongruent minus Congruent subtraction used in a modified Stroop test Numbers in parentheses are the X, Y,
and Z coordinates,3 respectively, of the plotted activation peaks. Numbers corresponding to the'vertical and horizontal lines indicate distances (in mm) from the vertical (Y) and
horizontal (Z) planes, respectively, defined by the anterior commissure.
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SMITH 1907 BRODMANN 1909

VON ECONOMO & KOSKINAS 1925 SARKISSOV ET AL 1955
Figure 4. Myeloarchitectonic (Smith, 1907) and cytoarchitectonic (Brodmann, 1909; Economo and Koskinas, 1925; Sarkissov et al., 1955) maps of the human cerebral cortex (medial
views). Note the presence and location of the paracingulate sulcus and the vertical branches of the cingulate sulcus.

from auditory cortex (Barbas, 1988). Thus, the left-right hemi-
spheric asymmetry in the PCS region may represent a phe-
nomenon similar to that of the asymmetry in the planum tem-
porale (Geschwind and Levitsky, 1968; Steinmetz et al., 1991).
Interestingly, the PCS was the only morphological feature ex-
amined in this study that showed a significant gender differ-
ence. At the gross qualitative level, female subjects tended to
present either a well developed PCS or did not have the PCS
at all, whereas the intermediate type of PCS was quite com-
mon in males. Whether this gender effect in the paracingulate
region has any bearing on the proposed gender differences
in speech organization (Kimura, 1993) remains to be exam-
ined quantitatively.

As mentioned above, the folding of the cerebral cortex is
believed to reflect expansion of the cortical gray matter. Some
authors have hypothesized that the folding occurs at the bor-
der between two architectonically distinct cortical areas, pos-
sibly due to a difference in the cortical thickness (Sanides,
1964). On this view, location of a morphological landmark
may mark the border between two distinct architectonic
fields. For example, vertically oriented branches of the OS may
be the result of forces generated by the adjacent neocortical
areas 4,6, and 8 of Brodmann. By comparing various cyto- and
myeloarchitectonic maps (Fig. 4), the first CS branch after the
marginal ramus Gocated behind the anterior commissure) ap-
pears to be marking the border between areas 4 and 6. The
more rostrally located branch may have a close spatial rela-

tionship with the borders between areas 6aa and 6a|3 or be-
tween areas 6aB and 8. The cortical folding of the PCS, parallel
to that of the CS, may be related to forces generated by a
structural contrast between the band of neocortical areas
(Brodmann's areas 6,8, and 9) and the paralimbic cortex (area
32 of Brodmann; areas FCL, FDL, and FEL of Economo and
Koskinas; areas 32/8 and 32/9 of Sarkissov et al; area frontalis
D of Smith; see Fig. 4).

As pointed out in the introductory paragraphs, the interest
in mapping cerebral sulci stems from issues of functional lo-
calization. We shall briefly illustrate a possible use of the prob-
abilistic map in the localization of speech-related changes in
cerebral blood flow (CBF) within the anterior cingulate cor-
tex. Four blood-flow activation experiments were selected for
this purpose (Pardo et al., 1990; Paus et al., 1993, Exp. 1 and
3; Taylor et al., 1994). In these studies, CBF was measured by
means of positron emission tomography during the perfor-
mance of automatic and effortful speech tasks. The effortful
tasks always required suppression of habitual response ten-
dencies. Activation peaks reported in the four experiments
were defined as sites that showed statistically significant in-
creases in CBF measured during the performance of the ef-
fortful task as compared with that measured during the au-
tomatic task. The peaks were localized in the standardized
stereotaxic atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) and their
X, Y, and Z coordinates specified. The Y (anterior-posterior)
and Z (dorsal-ventral) coordinates were used to plot these
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activation peaks on the probabilistic map of the left cingulate
and paracingulate sulci. We decided to project both the left
and right activation peaks on the left probabilistic map in
order to demonstrate more clearly the spatial relationship be-
tween the peaks and the two sulci. We would also argue that
it is difficult to determine whether a cingulate peak falls with-
in the left or right hemisphere unless the distance from the
midline is at least 6 mm. As can be seen on Figure 5, four
activation peaks are located in the proximity of the paracin-
gulate sulcus, another four peaks are located more ventrally
near the cingulate sulcus, and three additional peaks were
found close to the anterior end of the cingulate sulcus. It is
unclear whether the two caudal groups of peaks (Y, 9-23
mm) represent two distinct functional regions or simply re-
flect between-study variability in the absolute localization. On
the other hand, it is evident that the rostral group of activa-
tion peaks is separate in its localization from the two caudal
groups. In fact, in our studies (Paus et al., 1993), the paracin-
gulate and the rostral-cingulate peaks were obtained from the
same subtractions, suggesting concomitant activation of the
two regions. The spatial relationship between the activation
peaks and the sulci supports the notion of two distinct
speech-related regions in the human anterior cingulate cortex
(Paus et al., 1993), namely, the anatomically defined Brod-
mann's area 32, which coincides with the paracingulate re-
gion, and the rostral portion of area 24, which is located at
the rostral end of the cingulate sulcus. This view is consistent
with the known structural and functional organization of the
monkey cingulate cortex with regard to vocalization (Smith,
1941; Sutton et al., 1974; Muakkassa and Strick, 1979; Aitken,
1981; Barbas, 1988; McLean and Newman, 1988; Vogt and Bar-
bas, 1988; Morecraft and Van Hoesen, 1992; Bates and Gold-
man-Rakic, 1993).

In conclusion, our study denned the extent of morpholog-
ical variability in the pattern and location of the human cin-
gulate and paracingulate sulci in a large sample of 494 hemi-
spheres. Subsequent studies are required to clarify the spatial
relationship between some of the morphological landmarks
and the cortical architecture. Morphometric studies are need-
ed to confirm the observed hemispheric asymmetry for the
presence of the paracingulate sulcus and the gender differ-
ences in the prominence of this sulcus. Single-subject studies,
using positron emission tomography and/or functional MRI,
will also corroborate possible spatial relationships between
the structural and functional maps in the cingulate region.

Notes
1. High-resolution MRI is an excellent tool for the morphometric anal-
ysis of the human cerebral cortex. Various methods have been de-
veloped and applied in a limited number of structures (Filipek et al.,
1989; Vannier et al., 1991; Lancaster et al., 1992; Rademacher et al.,
1992; Andreasen et al., 1994).

2. The relative position of the marginal ramus and the medial
portion of the central sulcus was examined in 92 hemispheres. In
only two hemispheres was the central sulcus located behind the mar-
ginal ramus. In over 50% of the hemispheres, the marginal ramus was
found 10 to 15 mm behind the central sulcus. This was equally true
for the left and right hemispheres.

3. Because of differences in the definition of the Y = 0 plane and
the ^ (the height of the brain) in the two versions of the Talairach
stereotaxic atlas (Talairach et al., 1967; Talairach and Tournoux,
1988), the following corrections were made. In the report of Pardo
et al. (1990), Y = 0 was defined as halfway between the anterior and
posterior commissures, according to Talairach et al. (1967). In the
other studies, Y = 0 was defined at the level of the anterior com-
missure, according to Talairach and Tournoux (1988). Thus, the dif-
ference between the two planes represents half of the distance be-
tween the commissures (i.e., approximately 12 mm). For consistency
across studies, the Y coordinates reported in the study by Pardo et
al. (1990) were recomputed by subtracting 12 mm from the value of

the Y coordinates given in the original study. Furthermore, due to
the lower value of the zm>1 used in the Pardo et al. (1990) study, as
compared to the z ^ value used in the Paus et al. (1993) and Taylor
et al. (1994) studies, the z coordinates given in the original report of
Pardo et al. (1990) were recomputed by multiplying the original val-
ues by a factor of 1.07 ( z m j = 70 mm and z _ = 75 mm in the 1967
and the 1988 Talairach stereotaxic atlases, respectively).
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